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The Buddha : I teach only two things:

There is suffering and there is a way of its complete 
cessation
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The teachings of the Buddha were compiled within 
three months of his mahaparinibbana

Three baskets – Sutta pitaka ; Vinay pitaka & 
Abhidhamma pitaka

a direct, comprehensive and analytic description of 
human experience. …. pristine Buddhist Psychology
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Some Distinctive Features of Abhidhamma

• Behind the conventional reality 
lie the ‘objective actualities’ that
possess ontological ultimacy –
a nature of their own –
independent of mind’s 
conceptual processing of the 
data. …. Analogy with modern 
science

• These ultimate realities the 
building blocks of experience
are called the dhammas.  
{paramattha vs sammuti
dhammas}

• The whole  world of experience 
=>interplay of these dhammas 
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The dhamma Theory  { dhammavāda }

• The dhammas are the final irreducible components of existence
•Do not belong to any one !

•No substantial-ist connotation – dhammas represent the utmost 
limits to which the analysis of empirical existence can be 
pushed

• The dhammas are distinct facts of empirical experience not 
shared by other dhammas , peculiar to each dhamma

• Apart from the sabhāva [nature , characteristic] there is no 
distinct entity called dhamma

• The dhammas are inseparable , they exist in a state of  [say] 
homogeneous unity , yet they are distinguishable. e.g. material  

dhammas --- analogy with a soup 



Fundamentals : The Dhamma Theory 

[paramattha] dhammas :  the ultimate building blocks of the 

conventional realities, which we know through our sensory experience 

lobha is a dhamma : represents the peculiar quality of greediness;

dosa, is a  dhamma : represents the experience of aversion; 
pat ̣havi ̄ is a dhamma: the experience of heaviness or lightness, 

hardness or softness, of extension in space 

vāyo, a dhamma representing the experience of movement, distension, 

pressure……

distinct qualities become very clear when the mind has been 

calmed and sharpened by meditation 
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Fundamentals : The Dhamma Theory

paramattha dhammas: 
rūpa, citta, cetasika and Nibbāna.

The first three are conditioned dhammas:
being momentary experiences which arise and pass away (udayavaya) at a very, 

very rapid rate which creates the illusion of continuity as in an animation 

Nibbāna is an unconditioned dhamma – the experience of 

complete remainder-less cessation of suffering inherent in the conditioned 

existence.
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Fundamentals : The Dhamma Theory

rūpa, unique experiences resulting from matter pat ̣havi, vāyo , tejo , 

āpo

citta, bare cognition, knowing of sensory impact  … consciousness or 

‘sensation’

cetasika, the mental factors that arise and perish together with every 

citta. 

Theravada Abhidhamma: 52 kinds of cetasika  and 89 (121) 

kinds of cittas
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Cetasikas – Mental Factors  :  52

Ethically 

variable
UnwholesomeBeautiful

Universals  

7

Universals  

19
Universal

s 4

Occasionals 

6

Occasionals 

6

Occasionals 

10

Cetasikas in Beautiful 
Consciousness :               26++ 

Cetasikas in Unwholesome 
Consciousness :                     11++
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10Ethically Variable Mental factors



Unwholesome mental factors      4+10 11



12Beautiful Mental factors

Uddhacca 

kukkucca

Kaya

Mental 

body 

Thina 

middha

Ditthi  

mana 

Remaning

hindrances

proficiency

proficiency

Lack of 

saddhas

crookedness



Typology of Consciousness (citta) 13



Cittas ……  89  or   121 14

Unwholesome [12] Rootless [18] Beautiful [ 24 ]

Fine material sphere cittas  [15]

Immaterial sphere cittas  [12]

Super-mundane  cittas [8 or 40]

Sense sphere cittas  [  54 ]



Applications: Cognition 
* Cognition is not the immediate result of the contact between the sense-organ and 

the sense-object. 

* Rather, it is the cumulative result of a continuum of cognitive events. The process 

begins from a simple sensory contact and proceeds gradually to the apprehension of 

the object. 

* There is no self or subject behind the cognitive process as an enduring entity 

experiencing the object or an agent directing the various mental activities. They take 

place naturally according to the principles of psychological order (citta-niyāma), 

each stage in the continuum being conditioned by the immediately preceding one.
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Applications :  Cognition 

What happens in deep sleep when  there is no 

sense- consciousness

bhavanga citta, .. life-continuum… Its function is to maintain 

the continuity of the mental stream by arising and passing away 

incessantly during the interval between two consecutive cognitive 

processes.

Process Consciousness (vi ̄thi citta) : impact at a sense door 

cognitive process completes in seventeen mind-moments, which is 

exactly equal to one matter moment
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BS : bhavanga  stream, PB : past bhavanga, VB : vibrating bhavanga; AB: arresting bhavanga; 

FDA :five door adverting ; EC ;ear consciousness ;  RC : receiving citta ;  IC : Investigating citta; 

DC : determining citta ; Ja : javana citta, Rg : registering citta

Sensory Cognition - Hearing 17

Rootless vipāka citta  ???…..  Yellow highlight :rootless functional citta  ???



The Notion of ‘Self’

What are the implications of Sensory-consciousness being vipāka 

citta ? ….. Its very difficult for western psychology to accept this !!

‘I’ or a ‘being’ is only a concatenation of the five impermanent ‘aggregates’, viz. 

the body , consciousness, intellect , feeling and volitional formations , which 

work interdependently, changing from moment to moment in accordance with 

the law of cause and effect …..

In the conventional sense there is a continuity because of the causal 

interdependence of these aggregates, but there is no abiding essence; a person 

being more like a ‘process’ than a fixed ‘being’. 
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The Notion of ‘Self’ and well-being

Just as with the assemblage of parts, the word ‘chariot’ is used; 
So, when the aggregates exist, there is the  convention   ’a being’. 

Mistaking this convention for reality is the fundamental delusion which leads to 

mental distress.... Conflict between “ I, me, mine”  and the “others” 

The essential task of meditation is to uncover the unconscious wishful conceptions 

of self, the fundamental cravings, and to expose them as fantasy, thereby dispelling 

ignorance and revealing the imagined nature of self. …

M Epstein
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Prof. David Loy:
Contemporary psychology… has also realized that the sense of self is a psychological-social-

linguistic  construct: psychological, because the ego-self is product of mental conditioning; 

social, because a sense  of self develops in relation with other constructed selves; and linguistic, 

because acquiring a sense of self involves learning to use certain names and pronouns such as I,

me, mine, myself which create the  illusion that there must be some ‘thing’ being referred to. If 

the word cup refers to this thing I am drinking coffee out of, then we mistakenly infer that I 

must refer to someone in the same way  
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An infant is not born with any sense of identity – of gender, race, caste, creed, religion or nationality. All these 

identities she acquires later,…..



The Notion of ‘Self’ and well-being

Erich Fromm
Well-being is possible to the degree to which one has overcome one’s 

narcissism; to the degree to which one is open, responsive, sensitive, 

awake, empty….Well-being means, finally, to drop one’s Ego, to 

give up greed, to cease chasing after the preservation and 

aggrandizement of the Ego, to be and to experience one’s self in 

the act of being, not in  having, preserving, coveting, using.
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The Notion of ‘Self’ and well-being

Dispelling the delusion of “Abiding Self” leads to the 
acme of well-being => complete cessation of all dukkha

Herculean Task : so the Buddha also talks of  lesser 
happiness-es or mental well-being 

Get up (rouse yourself), do not be heedless; follow the law of virtue. 

He who lives virtuously lives happily, in this world as well as in the world beyond. 
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Gradations of  mental well-being

Virtuous living ( … self-improvement) => Worldly happiness

sila ( 5 precepts for householders)

Meditative attainments     jhānas  =>       ‘unworldly happiness’

Freedom from lobha, 

dosa and moha => “ still greater unworldly happiness” 
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